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I. INTRODUCTION
The term popular literature is derived from the term mass culture contained in the categorization of culture into an elite / supreme culture or high culture and mass culture. This is partly confirmed by Clifford Geertz (in Ibrahim, 1997) According to them, popular literature is literature that is related to many people, with most citizens, solution is carried out easily, it will enter into what is known as popular literature (Cawelty, 1976) . Furthermore, Suciati said that the formula had an influence on the reader because it was related to the real story of the conflict in Afghanistan that made the reader want to know more about the different conditions that existed as if they were at that time and the reader could realize his desire as a solution offered by the novel.
Synopsis of Rurouni Kenshin Stories
The story told about a wanderer named Rurouni Kenshin was later adapted into a television series that is already famous in the world especially for lovers of Japanese anime. 
Samurai I Synopsis: Miyamoto Musashi
Miyamoto Musashi or just called Musashi, was a samurai and Ronin that was very famous in medieval Japan. His real name was Shinmen
II. THEORY OF THE RESEARCH
The approach used in this analysis is the Audience Analysis approach, which is an approach used to see how cultural differences Another factor that caused these two films to be so popular is the formula found in the personality and character of the hero that is highlighted. Samurai in Japan are famous for their toughness, cruelty, and killing ambitions to knock out opponents. Since the 17th century, samurai are famous for the teachings of bushido.
Consisting of three kanji, bu (war), shi (person), do (road), this teaching seems to confirm that the path of a samurai is on the battlefield and serves someone (Stanton, 2007 Like other action stories, rationality in action films is sometimes marginalized. Popular fictional culture in action films prioritizes entertainment in battles and fights. The heroine is a deity figure who cannot be defeated even though he is already in a tight squeeze and with minimal weapons (Swirski, 1999) .In the story of Miyamoto Musashi, heroes often face very many opponents of more than 100 ronin with their own hands, the hero in this story is also told to be able to compete 60 duel challenging famous and great warriors with wooden swords without being defeated. The story of Rurouni Kenshin also depicts a hero who is able to cripple tens of opponents using only an inverted blade, but all these irrational actions can be packaged through his speed and greatness in using sword techniques. That is, a culture becomes popular because it contains elements of entertainment that are liked by many people and easily understood by everyone and the idea of its creation is intended to get the greatest benefit. In other words, the cause of a culture can be popular with regard to the first three things that are easily understood by everyone, both are liked by many people and the third is making money.
Regarding the target market in action films, namely men and teenagers and adults, the film also highlights its masculinity by involving 
IV. CONCLUSION
The story of Rurouni Keshin aka Samurai X and Miyamoto Mushasi are two genre stories of martial arts matches with the hallmark of using the most famous samurai in Japan. These two stories became very popular because of their ability to build formulas that were adjusted to the target market, namely men, adults and the elderly, the middle and lower classes, and the working class. Hero is the dominant factor highlighted in this action film. Hero was created as a reflection of the ideal imaging desire expected by the audience, so that the audience jumped in and supported all the actions taken by the hero. While the formula formed on the antagonist opposes the life of the audience so that it is natural to be conquered. As for the formation of popular culture, popular fiction also aims to gain maximum profit. So that the formula formed must be in accordance with the tastes and values that exist in the intended market share.
